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Go to: http://www.sciencedirect.com/

Quantity of articles.

Under “”Browse”
Click on “A-Z list” option,

or 
Click on “subject” option.

Searching Tools.

The  Quick Search Box.



Click on “About 
ScienceDirect” for more 
information of 
ScienceDirect.

Online Tutorials



Select images to search 
for photos, figures, tables 

etc.



Clink the Browse button to access 
Journals/Books.



9960 titles found in ScienceDirect.

Browse by Alphabetically.



Browse by Subject

Click on “Nursing and Health 
Professions”



645 titles found in Health Sciences > Nursing and 
Health Professions

Journal/Book title by alphabetically.



Journal information

Click on a year, and then click on an issue.

Searching and 
download 20 PDF 
files/times.



Click the PDF link to the article.

Click the Show preview link to 
display the abstract text or article 
outline or both the abstract and 
article outline.

Link to related articles and/or related reference 
work articles. 



Let’s look at the additional 
features available with your 
results list.



Clink the Search button to access 
the search forms.



Type of publication Use  the Images search form to search 
for photos, figures, tables, videos.

Enter the terms or phrases  in search box.

Select the source types you want to search.

Limiting the source.

Select the subject category.

Select All  Years or a publishing date range.

Click the Recall search link to review a list of previously saved searches.



12,027 titles found for searching “2010 and environment or Southeast Asia.

Searching results by excluding or 
limiting to specific information.

Click the Show preview 
link to display the abstract 
text.

You can access to the full text document.



Preview abstract, figures/Tables and References.

Click PDF link to view the article.

Click the document title to retrieve the full document.



Let’s look at the additional 
features available with your 
results list.



You can select “Top 25 
Hottest Articles” under 
subject that you interest.



The resulting 25 hottest articles under 
the subject “Arts and Humanities”.



This show HTML full text article.

Download PDF 
full text.

Quantity of references  within 
this article.



Thank You.

For more information . . . 

Please contact reference librarian.

Tel . 053 916335, 053 916311

E- mail : library@mfu.ac.th

mailto:library@mfu.ac.th


Scopusپایگاه اطلاعاتی 

دانشکده علوم پزشکی ساوه



:معرفی پایگاه
 مودبه عنوان بزرگترین پایگاه داده چکيده و استنادی آغاز بکار ن2004پایگاه اسکوپوس در سال.

 مجموعه بانک اطلاعاتی اسکوپوس محصول انتشاراتElsevier است که استفاده از آن نيازمند
.اشتراک و پرداخت هزینه می باشد

محتوای پوششی پایگاه شامل:

 ناشر بين المللی5000عنوان از بيش از 21500بيش از

280نشریه تجاری

562سری کتاب

 ميليون مقالات کنفرانس8حدودا

محاسبهH-Index نویسندگان

 ، اسکوپوس اغلب دید جامعی از برون دادهای پژوهشی جهان در همه ی رشته های علوم
.تکنولوژی، پزشکی، علوم اجتماعی، هنرو علوم انسانی ارائه می دهد



روش های ورود به پایگاه اسکوپوس

.خود وارد نمایيد URLبرای استفاده از این پایگاه آدرس زیر را در 

www.scopus.com

یا

.از طریق پورتال کتابخانه دیجيتال دانشگاه به آدرس زیر وارد پایگاه شوید

http://diglib.hums.ac.ir/

http://www.scopus.com/


Scopusانواع جستجو در پایگاه 

 جستجوی کليدواژه در فيلدهای مختلف

 documents search

جستجو از طریق نام نویسنده

 Athuors  search

جستجو از طریق وابستگی سازمانی

 Affilliations search

جستجوی پيشرفته

 Advanced  search



استفاده از عملگرهای بولی

AND مثال.هر دو واژه باید در سند موجود باشد:

 skin and diseases

OR مثال. حداقل یکی از واژگان موجود باشد:

 skin or diseases

OR مثال. حداقل یکی از واژگان موجود باشد:

 skin and not diseases



 جهت جستجوی عين عبارت""استفاده از علامت

 "skin diseases"

 جهت پيدا کردن تغييرات واژه مثال* استفاده از علامت :Locom* که در نتيجه واژگان

Locomotive, Locomotives, and Locomotion یافت می شود.

استفاده از علامت ؟ جهت پيدا کردن یک کاراکتر از واژه مثال :Nure?berg  که درنتيجه

.یافت می شود Nuremberg, Nurenbergواژگان 



documents search



صفحه نتایج 



View at publisher

د باکليک در صورتيکه پایگاه مورد نظر جزء پایگاههای مورد اشتراک دانشگاه باش

.می توانيد متن کامل مقاله را دریافت نمایيد، View at publisherروی 



Athuors  search



صفحه نتایج 







Affilliations search









Advanced  search

عملگرهای بولی
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In the early 1960s, Eugene Garfield developed two pilot projects that would test the viability  
and efficiency of citation indexing. The first project involved the creation of a database that
would index the citations of 5,000 chemical patents held by two private pharmaceutical  
companies. Based on this investigation and analysis, Garfield proved that citation indexing  
permitted the retrieval of relevant literature across arbitrary classifications in a way that  
subject-oriented indexing could not.

A second pilot project in 1962 involved Garfield's enterprise, the Institute for Scientific  
Information, with the United States National Institutes of Health in building an index to the  
published literature on genetics. Three databases were built to cover the literature over 1 year,  5 
years and 14 years with a varying number of source publications indexed in each. While this  
project was to test the feasibility and utility of a narrow, discipline-oriented citation index, at  
completion, it was concluded that the database with the most broadly based set of source  
publications formed the most comprehensive and useful guide to the published literature in the  
field of genetics.

In 1964, almost 10 years after making his proposal and several projects, Garfield introduced the  
first Science Citation Index as a five-volume print edition indexing 613 journals and 1.4 million  
citations. Two years later, Science Citation Index became available on magnetic tape.

In 1965 Garfield proposed the first metric to measure the impact of a journal. This metric would  
later become known as the “journal impact factor” and is still the most widely used and metric  
to measure journal impact. Journal impact factor has become the de facto industry standard  
since its commercial appearance on Journal Citation Reports, in 1975.

In 1988, the Science Citation Index was made available on CR-ROM and in 1997 it became part  
of a web environment, named the Web of Science. In 1992 the Institute for Scientific  
Information was acquired by Thomson, who later merged with Reuters in 2008 to operate as  
Clarivate Analytics.

In 2001, Web of Science was incorporated with other databases into a platform named Web of  
Knowledge.

In 2014, the newly redesigned platform: the Web of Science platform succeeded the former  
Web of Knowledge with the former Web of Science database being given its current name,  
Web of Science Core Collection

In 2016, Clarivate Analytics sold the Intellectual Property and Science (IP&S) business and from  
this separation merged an independent company, Clarivate Analytics.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference

http://garfield.library.upenn.edu/papers/barcelona2007a.pdf
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Clarivate Analytics has the bold mission of accelerating the pace of innovation. Clarivate is  
committed to providing first class content, trusted analytics and technology driven and  
innovative tools in order to meet the needs of the customer.

In 2017 Clarivate Analytics acquires Publons, creator of the leading online global peer-review  
platform. Publons was founded with “the core belief that peer review is at the heart of research  
and that it needs to be recognized as such”.

The joining of Publons and Clarivate brings together the world’s preeminent citation database  
and the world’s largest researcher-facing peer-review data and recognition platform – a  
combination we believe will help address these pressing industry challenges.

In 2018 Clarivate Analytics announced the aquistion of Kopernio. Kopernio is an A.I technology  
start up business that has developed an innovative technology that revolutionises how  
researchers access articles across the globe.

Clarivate Analytics and Kopernio have a shared vision: to streamline the process of scientific  
discovery and to develop innovative industry-leading products that make the world of research  
more accessible.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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CONTENT

Web of Science™ Core Collection, currently includes journals, books and conference  
proceedings.

CURRENT DATA

There are currently 20,3961 journals fully indexed in the Web of Science™ Core Collection,  
covering 252 subject categories that span the life sciences, physical sciences, health sciences,  
social sciences, arts, and humanities. See in the graph below to view the growth in the number  
of journals since the creation of Web of Science.

 3,8322 journals within the Web of Science Core Collection are currently classified as  
Gold Open Access (DOAJ)

 11,149 journals are currently covered in 2017 Journal Citation Report edition.
 Web of Science™ Core Collection indexes 94,0663 books, from all major publishers and  

societies, including a large number of University presses.

 >197,7924 unique conference titles (totalling 10,443,4865 records) are indexed within  
the Web of Science™ Core Collection.

10-Year Growth in WoS CC  
1980-2017

25000

1 July 2018
2  July 2018 – 2,516 (52%) inESCI
3 July 2018
4 July 2018
5 August 2018

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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INDEXES

The Web of Science™ Core Collection currently indexes 72,254,259 6 bibliographic records, split  
in six main citation indexes:

 Science Citation Index Expanded7 (SCIE): created as SCI in 1964 and now indexing 9,046 journals  
showing data from 1900 to present with complete cited references.

 Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI): created in 1973 and now indexing 3,330 journals showing  
data from 1900 to present with complete cited references.

 Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI): created in 1978 and now indexing 1,815 journals  
showing data from 1975 to present with full cited references including implicit citations  
(citations to works found in the body text of articles and not included in the bibliography, e.g.,  
works of art).

 Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI): created in 2015, now indexing 7,2808  journals from
2005 to present with complete cited references.

 Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI): created in 2008 (formerly known as ISI  
Proceedings) indexing conferences from 1990 to present are indexed within two main sub-
indexes:

o Conference Proceedings Citation Index – Science (CPCI-S)

o Conference Proceedings Citation Index – Social Sciences and Humanities (CPCI-SSH)

 Book Citation Index (BKCI): created in 2011 and currently indexing books from 2005 to present  
within two main sub-indexes:

o Book Citation Index – Science BkCI-S)

o Book Citation Index – Social Sciences and Humanities (BkCI-SSH)

6 October 2018
7 The Science Citation Index Expanded was the name given to the web version of the Science Citation Index that remained a  
database available only on CD-Rom/Diskette.

8 Titles indexed in August 2018.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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SUBJECT COVERAGE

Web of Science™ Core Collection content is comprised of 252 so-called tASCA (traditional ASCA
- American School Counselor Association) categories. This is a journal level categorization (each  
journal can be linked to one or more categories) and it has been mapped at the eASCA  
(Extended ASCA) category level (based on Research Areas and used in the “All Database  
environment9”). Full list (with code) of the tASCA categories and mapping with eASCA are  
located in Appendix A within this document.

Top 20 Web of Science categories based on the number of records in the following JOURNAL  
indexes (SCI-E, SSCI, AHCI, ESCI)10

Top 20 Web of Science Categories based on the number of records, with respect to all indexes
(SCI-E, SSCI, AHCI, ESCI, BKCI, CPCI)11.

9 Indexing Backbone
10  August 2018

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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Top 20 Web of Science Categories as measured by the number  
of Journal Titles in Category(2018)

Top 20 Web of Science “Research Areas” (the broadest categorization available) based on the  
number of records with respect to all indexes (SCI-E, SSCI, AHCI, ESCI, BkCI, CPCI)11:

Web of Science
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COUNTRY COVERAGE

In recent years, the Web of Science™ Core Collection has witnessed a flood of original research  
issuing from around the globe. In an effort to appeal to a larger global research audience, the  
Web of Science Core Collection has expanded beyond publishers located in North America and  
Western Europe, providing a wider international research community.

Whether it is research in the natural sciences, social sciences or arts & humanities, there has  
been a dramatic increase of emerging research content from publishers across the world which  
is now available to subscribers of the Web of Science Core Collection.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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Top 25 Countries as measured by number of journals in WOS CORE  
out of 20,937 total Journals (2018)
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Analysis of document type as indexed by WOS CORE all editions 1900-201821

21 September 2018

Web of Science
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Once a record is indexed22, several relevant information and different level of metadata are  

captured23:

22  See Appendix D for checking and comparing the real article full text
23  A record can contain more than 80fields

Web of Science
Discover the
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CONTENT SELECTION PROCESS INFOGRAPH

Web of Science
Discover the
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The first step following the submission of a journal for evaluation would be to check if the  

journal meets the minimal criteria for inclusion in the Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI).

At this early stage the journal is visible in the Web of Science™ Core Collection, even if it’s not
included in the original indexes and it doesn’t participate to the Journal Citation Report analysis
and computations.

After the successful inclusion in ESCI, the journal is, in any case, evaluated for inclusion in SCIE,
SSCI and AHCI: if it meets the most rigorous criteria, the journal moves to these indexes,
otherwise it remains in ESCI and becomes eligible for re-evaluation.

The entire process for being indexed in SCIE, SSCI and AHCI, however, is more rigorous and time-
consuming. Evaluations vary in length but can last one year or more, depending on the subject
needs.

SELECTION CRITERIA

The Journal Selection Process is based on four main pillar criteria: Publishing Standards,  
Editorial Content, International Focus, and Citation Analysis. The graph below shows the most  
relevant criteria and the criteria in green are the ones to be fulfilled for inclusion in ESCI.
No one factor is considered in isolation and all factors, both qualitative and quantitative, are
considered to determine the overall strengths and weaknesses of a given journal.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCH TYPES

The Web of Science™ Core Collection allows users to search the database26  in 5 different ways:

1. Basic Search
2. Cited Reference Search
3. Advanced Search
4. Author Search
5. Structure Search

BASIC SEARCH

This standard search type allows users to search for source records by several criteria

26  The current search engine uses Elastic Search

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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An implicit AND operator is considered when you enter two or more adjacent
terms in most fields. Maximum 6,000 terms can be entered in a search query.

Additional search fields can be added by selecting “add another field”. Search fields
can be combined using standard Boolean operators (OR, AND, NOT).

Maximum number of Boolean operators accepted for search field is 50. Maximum  
number of search sets is 99. If different operators (Boolean and proximity ones) are  
used in a search, the search is processed according to this order of precedence:  
NEAR/x
SAME  
NOT
AND  
OR
Parentheses can be used to override operator precedence. Wildcards (*; $; ?) are
only valid in English-language search queries. Hyphens (-) and apostrophes (') are
treated as spaces.

The Timespan options can be used to specify the time period to search. There are
several options:

All years - Searches all years in the user subscription. This is the default timespan  
setting.

Last 5 years - Searches the current year and the previous four years (the years are  
publication years, not database years)

Year to Date - Searches the current year up to the last update to the product  
database. Only records with a processing date in the current year are included in  
the results.

Last 4 weeks - Searches the last four weeks of data entered in the product  
database (known as the processing date).

Last 2 weeks - Searches the last two weeks of data entered in the product  
database.

Current week - Searches the most recent week of data entered in the product  
database.

From YYYY To YYYY - Searches a range of database years based on the publication  
year. The default value (unless saved differently in “more settings”) is generally the  
earliest year in user subscription up to the date when the product database was  
last updated.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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Processing date (differently from publication date) is strongly dependent from
publisher processes: “early arrivals” or “late arrivals” cannot be unusual.

Web of Science™ Core Collection is updated  daily

“More settings” allows any registered user to select the subscribed indexes he/she
wants to search: default configuration is all available indexes to be searched; “save  
settings” allows users to change the default.

Apart selecting indexes and search fields, “more settings” can also be used to turn on the  
“auto-suggestion” function. The “auto-suggestion” function allows using:

 “Did you mean” - a spell checker to check search queries against common spellings and their
variants in order to determine if an alternative spelling exists that would improve the search
results.

 “Auto-suggestion publication name” - a feature that helps to quickly find publications by
displaying journal names that may be similar to the one that is to be typed. Up to 10 suggestions
(based on organization's subscription) will appear in the Publication Name field when a user types
3 characters without beginning spaces.

Web of Science
Discover the
difference
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ADVANCED SEARCH

The advanced search enhances user search capabilities:

 Increasing the number of search fields.

 Enabling to form and combine search sets

 Additional search fields not available in Basic search

Search fields that are not found in the “basic search” and are unique for the  
Advanced search include:

ISSN/ISBN

Web of Science categories  

Research Areas27

Funding Text

Sub address fields (Country, City, Province, Zip Code, Street Address)

Any advanced search can be refined by language (full-text language) or  
document types.

27  Full list of Research Areas in Appendix E

Web of Science
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Search can be combined in two different ways: using strings of field tags (in case  
using parenthesis) connected via Boolean operators or using the search sets and  
combining them. Once a search is performed, the query is temporarily stored  
(can be saved and re-used) in the “search history” tab appearing at the bottom  
of the “advanced search” page (see below

Once two search sets need to be combined (ex. with an AND operator), the combine set box  
can be used (see 4) or alternatively users can type in the text box (see below)

The result, in both cases, will be the same (see below):

Sets can also be edited or deleted (see 5).

Web of Science
Discover the
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CITED REFERENCE SEARCH

This search type is one of the core functions of Web of Science™ Core Collection. In 2018 the
number of cited references exceeded 1,311,842,85628.

The Web of Science™ Core Collection is a true citation index and citations are indexed separately
from source articles. This allows a unique method of discovery through the cited reference search
(searching against the cited reference separate index29), simply not possible in other literature
databases.

Citations30 are entries in bibliographies; cited items are external real-world items identified by

citations. Citations are counted for each and every entry in a source item bibliography; cited

items are counted once without regard to the number of times they have been cited. Cited items

can be either source items in the Web of Science platform or published items outside the scope

of WOS content. Most citations are made to WOS source items and are linked. Citations are

counted by the total number of works that appear in source item bibliographies. Cited items are

counted by the number of distinct external works (clusters) identified by citations in source item

bibliographies. The following chart is based on all WOS content.

Statistic WOS Core Collection WOS Platform
Citations linked to WOS source

items
723 million 768 million

Citations not linked to WOS
sources

354 million 365 million

Total citations 1,077 million 1,133 million

Cited items in WOS source content 33 million 42 million

Cited items not in WOS content 177 million 186 million

Total cited items 210 million 228 million

28  1,311,842,856 citations found in bibliographies of articles indexed by the Web of Science Core Collection (June 2018)
29  Citation search in Scopus only covers the titles included in the database
30 “https://thelens.clarivate.com/groups/ssr-technology/blog/2015/03/03/counting-citations-and-cited-source-items-in-the-wos-platform by D.  
Toliver, Feb 2014

Web of Science
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The Cited reference search allows searching for records that have cited a published work (see  

below)

Even in the case of cited reference search, all successfully searches are added to the search  
history.

In the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, cited reference searching enables user to find articles  
that refer to and/or include an illustration of a work of art or a music score. These references  
are called implicit citations.

Fields in the search are combined via the AND operator.  

The Cited Refercence Search fields are:

Cited

For Ci

Author, Cited Work and Cited years are the default search fields

Cited Author and Cited Work, an index is available (see below)

Web of Science
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For cited work, Journal abbreviations can also be used: check abbreviations at  
http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS520B4.1/help/WOS/A_abrvjt.html

Cited Reference Search is mainly used for two main purposes:

 Find citations to items not indexed in the Web of Science.

Citations to documents not indexed in Web of Science™ Core Collection can also be retrieved.  
This function can be used to assess the value of non- indexed journals as well to support the  
evaluation of a paper.

Web of Science
Discover the
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 Find cited reference variants

Every cited reference in the Cited Reference Index contains enough information to uniquely
identify the document. Because only essential bibliographic information is captured, and because
author names and source publication titles are unified as much as possible, the same reference
cited in two different records should appear the same way in the database. This unification is
what makes possible the Times Cited number on the Full Record page. However, not all
references to the same publication can be unified. As a consequence, a cited reference may have
variations in the product. For example, consider variations of a reference to an article by Anand
K, published in the journal Science, 2003, volume 300, issue 5636

http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS520B4.1/help/WOS/A_abrvjt.html
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The first reference listed contains the correct volume number (300) and other correct  
bibliographic information. The tables indicates that 455 references cite the same bibliographic  
information. By clicking on the number of citing articles, you will retrieve the papers that have  
cited the reference correctly (Times Cited Count).

The references listed below are referred to as citation variants. These contain incorrect or  
incomplete bibliographic information and therefore do not contribute to the Times Cited Count  
of a source item. To include the citation variants in the citing articles count, you can manually  
select the references or select page or select all (*adds first 1000 matches) and Finish the  
search. The subsequent results will be all the papers that have cited an item of work and  
therefore a more realistic reflection of impact of research.

AUTHOR SEARCH

Users that want to search for an author and their publications can make use of the “Author  
Search” function.
The disambiguation of author names is a challenge for all databases and in some cases there is  
no automatic solution.

For instance, looking at the Asian names, any disambiguation algorithm has to tackle  
indistinguishable block names (last name + initial of the first name), corresponding to  
thousands of authors.

Web of Science
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Below is an analysis of Author names from Incites B&A using the Incites dataset (WOS Core,  
1980-2018).

Web of Science
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Name Web of Science Documents

[Anonymous] 812,129
Suzuki, T 15,933

Tanaka, K 13,290

Wang, Y 13,238

Suzuki, K 12,309

Wang, J 12,307

Nakamura, T 12,068

Watanabe, T 11,546

Tanaka, T 11,227

Yamamoto, T 11,021

As a matter of fact large (huge) bibliographic databases often fail to distinguish authors with  
similar names, especially because they have to scale up algorithms to millions of articles.

The Web of Science™ Core Collection, has made use of the DAIS – Distinct Author  Identification 
System, recently redesigned and strengthened (DAIS-NG, Next Generation) since  2008
The DAIS NG is based on foursteps:

 initial clustering;

 assign author ids;

 RID integration where available;

 Re-evaluation.

For initial clustering, DAIS uses 25 “weighted” data points (see picture on next page)
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Author and Co authors

Full name from other  
collections

ORCID & ResearcherID

Journal, publication year and  
language

keywords

Addresses

-institution

-city

-Country

Email

Category

Citing authors, journals,  
keywords, languages,  

categories

Cited author, journals,  
keywords, language,  

category
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Author clustering31, is the result of programs that evaluate pairs for linking.
If the programs are tuned for precision (reduce false-positive links) then some links that should  
be made are not (Items are only included in a set if there is a very precise match, 99% certainty,  
and many items that should be included in a set are missed). But if the programs are not tuned  
for precision, they generate false positives – “clumping”32. A trade-off is required: DAIS is rule-
based but has to be hand-tuned.

It’s worthy to be mentioned that, as a results of a deep survey, lead on Web of Science™ Core  
Collection, on October 2014, more than 170 million of authorships (Name in Context – NiC)  
have been found out;
43% of authorships have first initial only (not full first name) and it has been calculated that, to  
examine all pairs, 513 years of runtime would be needed.

As new data come into the database, the system assigns an Author ID and compares the new  
author with clustered ones. The automated system does NOT work if the original author name  
did not meet the clustering criteria. Two authorships that do not match, will NOT be identified  
as the same author (same author id).

Every 3 months (quarterly), data will be re-clustered.

The RID author identifier check, when available, is done comparing author ID publication with  
RID Profile. RID profile overwrites DAIS founding. Typically, a fresh, full clustering on a per name  
basis (re-evaluation), can help to discover new authors not known at the time of the initial  
clustering

The author search is working on clusters and is supporting users allowing them to refine and  
filter via research areas (first step) and/or organizations / organization enhanced (second step):

31  Cluster ID is currently available in the WoS API (will be exposed within WoS platform in a future release)
32 Precision: [0.0 -1.0] measure of how well a clustering separates authorships of authors known to be different (resist clumping =  
fewer “massive clusters”)
Recall: [0.0 -1.0] measure of how well a clustering unifies authorships known to belong to a single author (resist splitting = fewer  
“singletons”)
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Step one: Enter author name  
including all variants

Step Two: select the relevant  
research domains (broad) or web of  

science categories (narrow)

Step three: Select the  
organisations associated  

with the author

Click on Finish  
search to view 

results
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CHEMICAL STRUCTURE SEARCH

Through the Structure Search, in Web of Science™ Core Collection, users subscribing the Index 
Chemicus (IC) and the Current Chemical Reactions (CCR-Expanded) can:

 Search for chemical compounds and reactions that match a structure query created using the
Accelrys JDraw applet.

 Search for data associated with compounds and reactions by entering appropriate search  
terms in the Compound and Reaction text fields.

 Search for compound or reaction data without doing a structure search by entering search  
terms in the Compound Data and Reaction Data text fields.
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The Chemical Search page is indeed divided into three sections:

1. Structure Drawing

2. Compound Data

3. Reaction Data

Structure drawing is only possible using Accelrys JDraw applet. If the applet doesn’t show up  
while accessing the Structure Search page, then Java must be downloaded in the machine in  
order to create chemical structures.

When a user formulated a structure search, the system may create two sets of results: a set of  
reaction records and a set of compound records. In this case, the same structure query is listed  
twice in the search history table. A substructure search for a compound might find 25  
compounds and 10 reactions. The 25 compounds belong to one set and the 10 reactions to  
another set. Users can save both sets to a save history file to use later. Any chemical structures  
created are also saved to the history file.

For searching compound (or reaction) data some rules apply:

 System uses an implicit AND operator when user enters two or more adjacent chemical terms  
in the same field or when user has initiated a search in which has entered chemical terms in  
multiple search fields.

 User has to enclose terms in quotation marks if wishes to search for exact chemical phrases.

 User doesn’t have to use parentheses in search queries.

Search Compound data fields are:

1.   Compound Name
The name of a compound can be entered without a prefix.

Characters such as +/- cannot be used. The Implicit AND operator is used by the search  
engine.

Hyphenated terms can be entered with or without the hyphen.
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Exact chemical phrases can be searched enclosing terms within quotation marks ( " " ).
2. Compound Biological Activity.

The Biological Activity List links to a search aid where user can search for a biological activity to  
add to the search. The Implicit AND operator is used by the search engine.

Hyphenated terms can be entered with or without the hyphen.
3. Molecular Weight

A single value can be entered, provided it is preceded by the greater than (>) or less than (<)  
sign. User can also use the ≥ and ≤ relational operators.

Search Reaction data fields are:

1. Atmosphere
Possible values from menu: Any, Air, O2, N2, H2, He, Ar, CO, CH4, or CO2.

2. Refluxed Flag
User can check the box to retrieve reactions that have been flagged as refluxed. The default  
setting is left unchecked, which means reactions are retrieved regardless of the contents of the  
refluxed flag.

3. Other
User can retrieve reactions based upon conditions that do not fit into the other Reaction Data  
fields.

4. Pressure (ATM)
User can select a relational operator from the menu, and then enter a single value in Atm.

5. Time (Hrs)
User can select a relational operator from the menu, and then enter a single value in Hours.

6. Temperature (C)
User can select a relational operator from the menu, and then enter a single value in Hours.
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7. Product Yield
User can retrieves records based on the product yield as expressed as a percentage. User can  
select a relational operator from the menu, and then enter a single value in percent.

8. Reaction Key phrases
Key phrases identify:

 General reaction classes

 Named reactions

 New catalysts and reagents

 Total syntheses

User can click the Key phrase List link to go to a search aid where can search for meaningful key  
phrases to add to the search.
The Implicit AND operator is used by the search engine.  
Hyphenated terms can be entered with or without the hyphen.
Exact chemical phrases can be searched enclosing terms within quotation marks ( " " ).

9.   Reaction Comments
Comments can include advantages, limitations, warnings, and other qualitative data. The  
system searches the Reaction Comments field within a record.
The Implicit AND operator is used by the search engine.  
Hyphenated terms can be entered with or without the hyphen.
Exact chemical phrases can be searched enclosing terms within quotation marks ( " " ).
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BASIC SEARCH

Basic search allows user to search for 18 different fields

1. TOPIC

Searching words or phrases in the topic search field, means searching for those words or  
phrases (at the same time) in:

 Title

 Abstract

 Author Keyword

 Keyword Plus
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All Boolean operators are accepted as well as the wildcard characters. Quotation marks have to  
be used to search for a string (exact phrase).Implicit AND operator is present between words.  A 
topic search for X “whole exome sequencing” can also be refined by a topic search for Y  
“mutation”:

It would be equivalent to search for X AND Y or “whole exome sequencing” AND mutation.

Web of Science™ Core Collection automatically applies lemmatization rules to Topic search  
queries. Lemmatization reduces inflected forms of a word to their lexical root. With  
lemmatization turned on, a search term is reduced to its "lemma" and inflected forms of the  
word are retrieved. As a result, lemmatization can reduce or eliminate the need to use  
wildcards to retrieve plurals and variant spellings of a word.

Lemmatization applies only to English-language search terms. Web of Science™ Core Collection  
does not retrieve synonyms and lemmatized terms when search terms are enclosed in  
quotation (" ") marks.

Web of Science™ Core Collection automatically finds spelling variations (such as U.S. and U.K.  
spelling differences) in Topic search terms. To turn off this feature, quotation marks should be  
used. See here a list of synonyms:  
http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS520B4.1/help/WOS/hs_spelling_terms.html

2. TITLE

The title search retrieves words or phrases included in the document titles. Same rules and  
characteristics of the topic search apply. If a title contains a formula (i.e. the electron pairing of  
KxFe2-ySe2) alphanumeric characters cannot be separated by spaces.
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3. AUTHOR

First of all, author names need to be written in the correct way to be captured by the author  
disambiguation algorithm (DAIS):
If there is no comma (,) then the first character is the first initial and the last word is the  
surname. If there is a comma, then everything before the comma is the surname and the first  
non-space character after the comma is the first initial.

e.g. If the “Author Name” field contains “Andres de Blas”, then Distinct Author algorithm will  
capture this as
Last name = Blas  
First Initial = A

If the “Author Name” field contains “de Blas, Andres”, then DAIS will capture this as  
Last name: de Blas
First initial: A

The correct way to make author name perfectly captured, is writing it in the following format:
Lastname, First name / First initial

Keeping this in consideration, here some guidelines for searching author’s papers:

 The author’s last name should be followed by a space and the author's initials.

 The system automatically adds the asterisk (*) wildcard when a user enters only one initial. So,  
entering Carloni M is the same as entering Carloni M*.

 Upper, lower, or mixed case would bring to the same results. For example, searching for Lee (or  
lee) is the same as searching for LEE.

 Beginning with 1998 data, non-alphanumeric characters (for example, the apostrophe in  
O'Brian) and spaces in surnames (for example, de la Rosa) are preserved in surnames. To  
effectively search across multiple years, enter surnames that take into account all possible  
variations of the name.

 In most name searches, Web of Science™ Core Collection returns the same number of records  
whether you enter a space, a hyphen ( - ), or an apostrophe ( ' ); but, in any cases, it’s better  
search for all name variants.

 Searching for surnames containing particles with and without a space after the particle (De  
Carloni or Decarloni) will allow to find variants of the name and to increase the number of  
returned results.

 Diacritical marks in an author's name are not searchable. For example, a search on the name  
Schröder returns an error message. The name Schröder may appear (and has to be searched) in  
the database as Schroder or Schroeder.

 Asian names appear in the database exactly as they do in the source document. The name  
Zhuang Jun may appear in the database as:
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 Zhuang Jun
 Zhuang-Jun
 Fan Zhuang-jun

Author names can be selected from a list when performing an author search (see below):

When an author search is performed, distinct author sets (papers likely to be written by the  
same person) can be retrieved (see below)
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5.   AUTHOR IDENTIFIERS

The Web of Science™ Core Collection supports multiple author identifiers including  
ResearcherID (a unique Web of Science Author ID scheme started several years ago), as well as  
ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID), the international standard (www.orcid.org)  
officially launched on 16th  October 2012.
It’s a field of metadata in the database, searchable through the interface or via APIs.

Through Author Identifiers authors can claim for own articles and associate them with their  
profiles. Once a paper is linked to an author identifier profile, the system can retrieve it through  
the ID and without occurring in the disambiguation problems.

Currently33 there are about 650,000 RID profiles and about 200,000 ORCID profiles34 with at  
least a publication in the Web of Science™ Core Collection.

33 January 2018
34 These are ORCID profiles associated with RID profiles. On ORCID website there are 5,385,042 profiles (including profiles with  
no papers) as of September 2018.
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User createsOCRID  
Profile

User adds records  
to ORCID profile  

from any platorm

Data harvested  
from ORCID  

(monthly) and  
unified to WOS  

records

User registers  
for WOS profile  
and creates a  

RID

User adds  
records from  
WOS to RID

profile

User links their
RID profile to an
ORCID profile

ORCIDis
attached to  
WOS record  

with RID update

In terms of papers, there almost 10 million papers associated to a RID profile and more than 12  
million associated to an ORCID profile (see below)35

RID profiles are updated in Web of Science™ Core Collection biweekly whilst for what concerns  
ORCID profiles a regular monthly feed of data is received from ORCID and applied to Web of  
Science™ Core Collection records.

RID Profiles and ORCID profiles can also be synched directly from the RESEARCHER ID  
application and in that case the ORCID number is attached to the Web of Science™ Core  
Collection record with the fortnightly RID update

So basically ORCID profiles can be updated in Web of Science™ Core Collection records via two  
different workflows (see below):

6.   GROUP AUTHOR

A group author is an organization or institution that is credited with authorship of a source  
publication such as an article, a book, a proceeding, or another type of work.

35  August 2018
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Group Author can be selected from the index

And can be searched from the Web of Science™ Core Collection record.
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7. EDITOR

Editors can be searched exactly as author names and are reported on the record

8.   PUBLICATION NAME

Publication names can be searched through this record in the basic search. If the auto-
suggestion is turned on (in the “more settings”) the system helps users suggesting up to 10  
names after first three letters (see below):
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Wildcard characters, quotation marks or Boolean operators can be used whilst using the  
ampersand (&) is not mandatory: Web of Science™ Core Collection returns the same number  
of records whether user enters the ampersand or not.
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9.   DIGITAL OBJECT IDENTIFIER (DOI)

Web of Science™ Core Collection started to display DOI (Digital Object Identifier)36, the system  
for permanently identifying and exchanging intellectual property in the digital environment, in  
2005.

In 2018, over 41 million records have a digital identifier:

10. YEAR PUBLISHED

Wildcards cannot be used to indicate a year range. For example, the search 2012-2016 will  
retrieve records for these five years, but 201* will return an error message.

36  DOI® is a registered trademark of the International DOI Foundation. https://www.doi.org/
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11. ADDRESS

To search for papers produced at a particular institution, user can use the address field, which  
searches the author affiliations indexed in article records.

Historically, authors have referred to the same institution or affiliation in different ways; so, any  
search claimed to be complete should include all variations (or variances).

Older records (before 1996) may not have addresses (or all addresses) associated with an  
author whilst in recent records a superscriptnumber, indexed since 2008, may appear after an  
author's name in a Full Record. This means that an association between the author's name and  
the author's address has established. When user clicks the number link, the system takes user  
to the Addresses field where the author's address cab be seen.

Some suggestion for searching address field:

 When entering full names of organistions, do not use articles (a, an, the) and prepositions (of,  
in, for) in the name. For example, entering Univ Milan is a valid search but entering Univ of  
Milan results in an error message.

 Univ is mapped into University and vice versa (like Dept and Department, Med to Medicine and  
so on). Please, refer to  
http://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS520B4.1/help/WOK/hp_address_abbreviations.ht  
ml for all valid abbreviations.

 Only in address search, the operator SAME can be used. SAME works exactly like AND when  
used in other fields (such as Topic and Title fields) and when the terms appear in the same  
sentence
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In the Analyze Results function, only two segments of the address are analysed and displayed.  
The first segment is the organisation name. This is the first listed segment followed by a coma,  
which separates sub segments of the address. The second segment included in analyse is the  
country. This is the last segment listed in the address.

12. ORGANIZATION ENHANCED

Institution names are not always published in a consistent manner within authors’ addresses
making it a challenge to accurately evaluate the data. Researchers often use different variants to
designate their institution and the signature’s policy from one journal to another might also
differ. In addition institutions often change names or merge with others. Here is an example of
some of the variations of a university’s name:

These variations make it difficult to quickly identify all papers written by authors affiliated with a
given institution. The results of a search are in fact limited to the variants entered in the search
string and the effect of this phenomenon in all the databases is a significant loss of visibility when
analyzing data for research evaluation, collaboration analysis, activity reports, International
rankings, etc.
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In Web of Science™ Core Collection it has been created a field of metadata called "Organization
Enhanced" for which, thanks to a set of unification rules, the different addresses and signature
variants are tentatively mapped to the right institution name (see below an example of how a
WoS record appears).

As of July 2018, More than 11,358 institutions’ names have been mapped and unified in the  
Web of Science™ Core Collection.

The main rules that are applied are:

•All publications of a geographical region (e.g. a country) are extracted from the Web of  
Science™ Core Collection and all author affiliations are analyzed.

•From each address are extracted character strings, or segments, containing key information.  
These segments will contain different name variants for the same institution.

•Starting with the most recurring variants, each of them is manually assigned to specific  
institutions.

•When a variant is vague or ambiguous (e.g. "Univ hosp"), or when an address could  
correspond to two institutions, other elements are taken in consideration for the unification  
rule, such as the location (e.g. city or postal code, country) or the sub-organization or the  
department, so that the combination of these specific address segments can be correctly  
assigned to an institution.

•When a variant corresponds to two parent institutions, the publication can be attached to  
both of these institutions.
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It is important to point out that these rules are not automatically created, but manually  
established by internal experts and external collaborators and should be validated by the  
respective institutions using their internal knowledge.

Most papers will contain more than one author address; therefore a single paper will often be  
attached to two or more institutions. See below an example of performed analysis:

The system used for managing organization enhanced metadata is called WAAN (Web  
Application for Address Normalization):

And the rules appear in the system, like below:
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The unification (inspecting Web of Science publication address components in order to  
attribute the publication to a specific organization) has been approached with dedicated  
projects37, but has to be an ongoing process and institutions and users need to actively  
collaborate. For more detailed info on unification process, refer to Appendix F.

13. CONFERENCE

The Conference field allows user to search the following fields within a record for conference  
proceedings papers (provided a subscription to CPCI is active).

 Conference Title
 Conference Location
 Conference Date
 Conference Sponsor

Some records in Web of Science™ Core Collection can be classified as both Article and  
Proceedings Paper.

37  Ex: See GIPP – Global Institution Profiles Project
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14. LANGUAGE

Records in Web of Science™ Core Collection include a language indicator that categorizes  
documents by the language in which they are written.

To restrict a search, one or more languages can be selected from the list below. The default  
selection is “All languages”.

All languages, English, Afrikaans, Arabic, Basque, Bengali, Bulgarian, Byelorussian, Catalan,  
Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Estonian, Finnish, Flemish, French, Gaelic, Galician,  
Georgian, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Icelandic, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latin,  
Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Malay, Multi-Language, Norwegian, Persian, Polish,  
Portuguese, Provencal, Rumanian, Russian, Serbian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish,  
Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Unspecified, Welsh
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15. DOCUMENT TYPE

Records in Web of Science™ Core Collection can be categorized by document types.

Document types are assigned at the section level (through an authority file) if this is possible  
(and each journal is evaluated individually for the characteristics of the items in each section)  
otherwise document types are assigned, based on the length of the paper, presence of an  
abstract, number of references, etc.

To restrict a search, one or more document types can be selected from the list below. The  
default selection is “All document types”.

All document types, Article, Abstract of Published Item, Art Exhibit Review, Bibliography,  
Biographical-Item,
Book, Book Chapter, Book Review, Chronology, Correction, Correction/Addition, Dance
Performance Review, Database Review, Discussion, Editorial Material, Excerpt, Fiction/Creative  
Prose, Film Review
Hardware Review, Item About an Individual, Letter, Meeting Abstract, Meeting Summary, Music  
Performance Review, Music Score, Music Score Review, News Item, Note, Poetry, Proceedings  
Paper,
Record Review, Reprint, Review, Script, Software Review, TV Review/Radio Review, TV  
Review/Radio Review/Video, Theatre Review.

For more detailed info on document types, see chapter Type of indexing
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16. FUNDING AGENCY

The name of a funding agency can be entered into the Funding Agency field to search within
the Funding Acknowledgment table of a record. Currently38, 11, 627,098 documents in WOS
CORE have a funding acknowledgment.

Funding information is indexed from the “funding acknowledgement” or ‘funding statement”  
paragraph within published item. More recently funding information is gathered from  Research 
Fish39 and Pubmed. Name of funding agencies in the Web of Science Core Collection  are not 
currently40 normalized (apart from in Incites B&A in which 1,032 are unified) and users  have to 
search for all possible variants.

38 August 2018

39 https://www.researchfish.net/
40  A funding name unification project is on going
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17. GRANT NUMBER

The number of a grant can be entered into the Grant field of a Funding Acknowledgment table  
on a record.

Wildcards or OR Boolean operators can be used. Grant information is publically available on  
many web-sites such as PubMed.

18. ACCESSION NUMBER

The accession number is a unique identifying number associated with each record in Web of
Science™ Core Collection. It consists of an accession number (a product identification code) and
a sequence number.

Multiple numbers can be searched through the OR Boolean operator. Wildcards can be used,
whilst AND, NOT, NEAR, and SAME cannot when searching for accession numbers: Web of
Science™ Core Collection will return an error message.

Accession number has been historically referred as UT number or also ISI LOC number.

The accession number can be found out in the document information area of a WoS record (see
below).

The accession number ID is particularly relevant when using Web Services.
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19. PUBMED ID

On 2014, this new search field has been introduced. The PubMed41 ID is a unique identifier  
assigned to each MEDLINE42 record

41 PubMed is a free search engine accessing primarily the MEDLINE database and maintained by the United States National Library 
of Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health

42 MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online, or MEDLARS Online) is a bibliographic database of life  
sciences and biomedical information compiled by the United States National Library of Medicine  (NLM),
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INTEGRATED ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

Web of Science™ Core Collection is interoperable with several other solutions and above all  with 
Incites, the platform for bibliometrics analysis. Incites and its modules are built on a single  
dataset source from Web of Science™ Core Collection, aggregated with analytics and optimized.

JOURNAL CITATION REPORTS (JCR) ON INCITES

ESI and JCR have been offered together in an InCites module named the “Journal and Highly  
Cited Data” (JHCD) and are fully integrated with Web of Science™ Core Collection43:

 The Journal Information Overlay from the Record Page, displays information from the most  
recent JCR update:

43  Subscribersonly
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 The Journal Information Overlay is also available from the Results Set Page:

 A JCR contextual44  link is available at the bottom of the record page:

44  i.e. bringing user to the JCR Journal profile page
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ESSENTIAL SCIENCE INDICATORS (ESI) ON INCITES

ESI and JCR have been bundled in an Incites module, named the “Journal and Highly Cited  
Data” (JHCD) and are fully integrated with Web of Science™ Core Collection:

 ESI icons are available:

 ESI links (badges) are active, and on clicking, a window with related ESI information and a link to  
ESI itself appears.

 A results set can be filtered and refined by ESI TOP Papers: Highly Cited Papers (papers from  SCI 
& SSCI from last 10 years in Top1% respect to peer papers) and Hot Papers (papers from SCI  & 
SSCI from last 2 years that recently, in the latest bimonthly ESI update, are in the top 0.1%  
highly cited45)

45  Namely are in the Top 0.1%
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 An ESI link is also available at the bottom of the record page:

INCITES BENCHMARKING & ANALYTICS (B&A)

The ‘Save to InCites’ functionality allows users to create custom datasets in Web of Science™
Core Collection and to analyze them in InCites, linking scientific discovery to the research
performance evaluation process in three simple steps: Search, Export, Analyze (see below)

1. A user can create datasets up to 50,000 records between 1980 and current year in Web of
Science™ Core Collection and save them to InCites.

2. Any records indexed in Web of Science™ Core Collection but not yet updated in InCites, are stored
and made available in the next update of InCites.

3. The user receives an email when their datasets have been saved to InCites.

4. The dataset can be selected from the dataset menu in any module or from the ‘My Folders’
section. Currently, users can store up to 20 datasets at a time in InCites and can delete any unused
datasets from ‘My Folders’.
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ENDNOTE ONLINE

A link to Endnote Online is available on the product menu and the My Tools menu:

References can be added to Endnote online from the results page, a source record and the
marked list. Up to 500 records can be exported at a time. Users can customise the levels of  
bibliographic information exported, from basic reference (author, title, and source) to full  
information (full records and cited references).

For more information on Endnote, see http://endnote.com/product-details/basic
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RESEARCHER ID

A link to RESEARCHERID is available on the header:

Users can save records from the results page, record page and Marked List to their  
RESEARCHERID Profile or to an account for which they have administrator rights:

For more information on RESEARCHERID, see https://clarivate.com/products/researcherid/
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GOOGLE SCHOLAR COLLABORATION

A reciprocal links between Web of Science™ Core Collection and Google Scholar is available  
upon activation and allows users to look up a full text in Google Scholar from a Web of  
Science™ Core Collection record.

"Title", "author" and "year" are required and mandatory bibliographic metadata for an article  
lookup link.
A Google Scholar user can jump into the Web of Science™ Core Collection from a Google page  
and view the number of citations coming from a selected subset of top journals.

Google is currently not providing links to other databases.

More info on http://wokinfo.com/googlescholar/
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KOPERNIO

 Kopernio, a Clarivate business, has developed a technology that provides a one click experience  
to obtain the full text. In order to use the technology, users need to install the Kopernio  browser 
extension and create an account.

 The technology removes the inconvenience or barriers of VPN’s, login forms, redirects and  
broken links.

 Kopernio integrates with Web of Science, Google Scholar, Pubmed and 20,000 other sites.
 Automatically search university library subscriptions, pre-print servers, institutional repositories  

and private blogs for free PDFs.

 Kopernio allows the user to access their university library at any time.

 Kopernio automagically files away the PDFs you read in your own private Kopernio Locker. This  
allows the user to return and read PDF’s again later, anywhere, anytime.
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OPEN ACCESS AND IMPACT STORY

Clarivate Analytics, in partnership with Impactstory, has delivered a significant contribution to  

Open Science. Through new technology developed by Impactstory with Clarivate’s support and  

implemented by Web of Science, researchers now can discover millions more verified, legal  

versions of previously undiscoverable open access and free to read articles among the  

searches they already perform every day across the full scope of Web of Science.

Open Access on Web of Science means:

 Researchers get to more free, trusted full text faster

 Libraries can extend their full text budgets

 100% peer-reviewed OA

 Filter any search to see OA

 Easily identify what publications are OA

OA Content Breakdown Highlights for the last 20 years of data….

 18% of Web of Science Core Collection data is available as OA

 30% of records in Medline are OA

 Over 20% of BIOSIS Citation Index is OA

Use Web of Science search and analysis tools to:

 See what institutions are producing the most OA research

 Discover what research areas are producing the most OA

 Create Citation report of specific content sets with Open Access

 And much more…

Open access status is provided across the Web of Science platform as a result of a partnership  
with Impactstory, a not-for-profit organization that recently launched a knowledgebase of Open  
Access (OA) content. This knowledgebase makes it possible to discover and link to legal Gold or  
Bronze (free content at a publisher's website) and Green (e.g., author self-archived in a  
repository) OA versions. This partnership improves discoverability and access to article-level OA  
versions not only by adding more links to OA content, but also by prioritizing the links to the  
best version of OA content when multiple versions of an article are available. Always consult  the 
copyright owner for any re-use or licensing requests. You can learn more about OA on Web  of 
Science at http://info.clarivate.com/openaccess.

The OA status of a document can be one of the following:
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OA
Type

Descriptions

Gold

DOAJ

Articles published in journals listed on the Directory of Open  
Access Journals (DOAJ). To be listed on the DOAJ, all articles  
in these journals must have a license in accordance with the  
Budapest Open Access Initiative. Please consult DOAJ for  
their specific definitions.

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing  
requests.

Other

Other Gold open access articles are those identified as having
a Creative Commons (CC) license by Impactstory’s Unpaywall
Database but are not in journals listed on the DOAJ.

Most of these articles are from hybrid journals. Hybrid open  
access journals are subscription journals that include some  
open access articles.

Keep in mind, identification of Other Gold as an indicator of  
Hybrid Gold open access articles is at varying levels of  
completeness, especially for newly published items.

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing  
requests.

Bronze

The licensing for these articles is either unclear or identified by Impactstory’s  
Unpaywall Database as non-CC license articles. These are free-to-read or  
Public Access articles located on a publisher’s site.

A publisher may, as a promotion, grant free access to an article for a limited
time. At the end of the promotional period, access to the article may require
a fee which can lead to temporary errors in our data.

Keep in mind, you may find content that is incomplete, especially new  
content.

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing requests.

Green Published

Final published versions of articles hosted on an institutional
or subject-based repository (e.g. an article out of its embargo
period posted to PubMed Central).

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing  
requests.
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Accepted

Accepted manuscripts hosted on a repository. Content is  
peer reviewed and final, but may not have been through the  
publisher’s copyediting or typesetting.

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing  
requests.

Submitted

Submitted manuscripts that have not yet been through the  
peer review process that are hosted on a repository or  
preprint server (e.g., a preprint on the arXiv).

Consult the copyright owner for any reuse or licensing  
requests.
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A key advantage of the partnership with Impactstory is the ability to prioritize the open  
access links so the user sees the version of record at the publisher’s site first, followed by  
the final version at a repository, and then the accepted manuscript at the repository last.  
Only one open access link is provided.

Users may refine search results to identify these open access articles to ensure they can  
read the articles regardless of their library’s holdings.

The following OA values are available as part of the export of the full record:

 DOAJ Gold:
 Other Gold:
 Bronze:
 Gold – for items from journals that are identified as fully Gold by the DOAJ and that are  

available at the publisher’s website
 Gold or Bronze – for items that are Hybrid Gold or Bronze (“public access”) and that are  

available at the publisher’s website
 Green Published – for items that reflect the published version of an article that is  

available from a repository
 Green Accepted – for items that reflect the accepted version of an article that is  

available from a repository
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Refining Results for Open Access

Using the Open Access filter in the primary "Filter Results by" panel near the top left of the  
Search Results Summary page will limit search results to all items identified as Open Access of  
any type.

The Refine Results panel on the left also allows users to refine by the type of OA:

 "All Open Access" will limit search results to all items identified as Open Access of any type.
 "Gold or Bronze" will limit search results to all items identified as either Gold (of any type) or  

Bronze ('public access'). These publications will be identified with a link to access "Free Full  
Text from Publisher."

 "Green Published" will limit search results to all items identified with a link to access "Free  
Published Article from Repository."

 "Green Accepted" will limit search results to all items identified with a link to access "Free  
Accepted Article from Repository."
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46  September 2018

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

OPEN ACCESS ANALYSIS IN WEB OF SCIENCE CORE

Currently46 there are 3,832 OA journals. OA journals now represent the 10.8% of full WoS-CC  
(excluding ESCI) or 16.4% of full WoS-CC (including ESCI). Below is reported the regional  
provenience of OA journals indexed in WoS-CC (including ESCI):

Open Access Titles in WoS By Region  
June, 2018

Europe  

Latin America 

Asia Pacific 

North America

Middle East/Africa

Russia  

TBD

Open access version is  
available in the record  

download
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In terms of All OA records, see below the growth in the last ten years.

OA records represent the 23.3 %47  (6.5m out of 28m) of WoS-CC all editions 2008-2018.

47 September 2018
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DATA CITATION INDEX

The results page includes a filter which exposes records associated with data from the Data  
Citation Index. An associated record is a record in which the research data was used or  
somehow associated with the published record whose title appears at the top of the page.

You can only access the Associated Data page if a record in Data Citation Indexis associated  
with the current record. You must have a subscription to the Data Citation Index to view  
associated records in the current product database.

For each record, the product displays:

 Title
 Authors / Group Authors
 Source information
 DOI URL hyperlink
 Document Type (Repository, Data Study, or Data Set)

The Title of a record takes you to the Full Record page in the Data Citation Index where you can  
review the metadata associated with the current record.

The DOI URL hyperlink takes you to an external source Web page where you can review the  
findings of the research study.

Note: You can also review the findings of a research study from the Full Record page by clicking  
on the Link to External Source hyperlink listed in the Associated Data table.

About the Data Citation Index

Data Citation Index includes bibliographic metadata from research data in Data Studies and
Data Sets from a wide range of international data repositories. Source records include three
document types: Repository, Data Study, and Data Set.

Generally, the hierarchy of a repository is represented in the product database by linking Data  
Sets to a Data Study and the Data Study to a Repository.

Each record in the Data Citation Index contains standard bibliographic metadata such as author,  
abstract, keywords, descriptor terms, and more. Records may include cited references and  citing 
article counts.
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The Associated Data secion  
includes links to DCI records. By  

clicking on a link, the user is  
directed to the corresponding  

DCI record where more
information is obtained including  

the repository, authors and  
abstract.
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FUNCTIONS & SERVICES

ANALYZE RESULTS

This function, allows the user to group and rank records in a results set by extracting data  
values from a variety of fields. Analyze Results can be used to find the most prevalent authors  
in a particular field of study or generate a list of institutions ranked by record count based on  
the search query. The function is located in two different positions, as shown below.

As soon as the “Analyze Results” button the results are transferred to the Analyse Results Tool  
which permits an analysis of the records by various data points and visualizations.
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1.   The field options for the analysis are:
— Web of Science Categories
— Publication Years
— Document Types
— Organizations-Enhanced
— Funding Agencies
— Authors
— Source Titles
— Book Series Titles
— MeetingTitles
— Countries/Territories
— Document Types
— Editors
— Group Authors
— Languages
— Research Areas
— Grant Numbers
— Organizations

2.   There are two visualisations available
o Treemap
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o Bar graph
3. Both visualisations can present from a minimum of 5 to a maximium of 25 values.
4. The chosen visualisation can be downloaded as a .jpg file.
5. The user can select a field to analyze from the Rank the Records by one of the above fields. An  

option to display the top 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, or 500 results is available.
6. A minimum record count (threshold) is then set. To be listed in the results table, a value must  

appear at least this number of times in the set.

7. Ranked records can be sorted either by record count, which ranks the values from high to low,  
according to the number of records in which each value (minimum record count) appears; or by  
selected field, which sorts the list in ascending alphabetical (A-Z) or numeric (0-9) order.

8. The Analyze Results page shows (see below) the ranked records as selected above. These  
records can either by viewed in detail, or excluded. In addition to the record ranks, the record  
count, percentage of total, and a bar chart for each value is displayed.

9. The analysis data can be extracted as displayed or all data rows (up to 200,000 rows). The data
downloads as tab-delimited text file which can be opened in Excel and formatted into columns
using the import wizard.
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SAVED SEARCHES AND ALERTS

The Search history can be reached either from the Search History tab or by going to the bottom  
of the Advanced Search screen.
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Search History Table
The Search History table appears at the bottom of the Advanced Search and Search History  
pages. Whenever a search is performed, the results of the search display in the Search History  
table.
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The Search History table shows the search set, a hyperlink to the results of each set, and the
search logic used for each set. Search sets are listed in reverse chronological order with the
most recent search set at the top of the table.

The Details Column displays field tags, search terms, timespan, and other information in the  
Search History table.
The phrase "Refined by" appears before each set created using the Search within Results,  
Refine Results, and Analyze Results options.

Search sets can also be combined using AND or OR Boolean operators. The sets are listed in the  
Search History table in reverse numerical order - the most recently created set is at the top of  
the table. It is also possible to delete sets.

Save History / Create Alert
This feature allows the user to save search queries to a search history file that can be retrieved  
and opened at a later date. Up to 40 search sets may be saved to the host server or a local  
workstation.

Each search history record contains the search query and the selected settings for each query.
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The alert type choices are:

 Notify Only

 Author, Title, Source

 Author, Title, Source and Abstract

 Full Record

The Alert frequency options are:

 Daily

 Weekly

 Monthly

The Alert format options are:

 HTML

 Plain text

 Endnote

 Field Tagged

Saved searches remain active for an initial 168-day period. They may be renewed at any time  
during this period from the Search Searches and Alerts page (Fig. 14), which keeps the alert  
active for a further 168 days from the point of renewal.

Open Saved History
Search History can be retrieved from the Open Saved History button, found both in the Search  
History page, and at the bottom of the Advanced Search screen.
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From the resulting Saved Searches and Alerts overlay dialog (see below), saved searches may be  
opened and run. By default, saved searches and alerts originating from all database products  are 
listed, but it is possible to filter per product.
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Each saved search displays the name and description given by the user at the time it was saved,  
and also the search query used. In addition, the database in which the saved search was  
created, its RSS Feed options, Alert Status and the chosen Alert Options are listed.

RSS feeds may be set up via the RSS logo link.

Saved searches may also be edited or deleted and remain active for an initial 168-day period.  
They may be renewed at any time during this period, which keeps the alert active for a further  
168 days from the point of renewal.

Citation Alerts and Journal Alerts are also managed from the same page, via the relevant tabs.

Saved Search files saved locally may be opened via the Browse button at the bottom of the  
page.

Running a Saved Search
After a Saved Search has been opened, it may be run again. There is an additional option at that  
point to select the database, timespan and settings on which to perform the saved search.
These revisions may be set as a new default if required.

All search sets pertaining to the opened history item are displayed, with the number of records  
under each set listed and hyperlinked.

Deleting Sets
The Saved Searches and Alerts page offers the possibility to delete sets of records. When an  
attempt is made to delete sets, a check is performed to determine whether any Dependent Sets  
are involved. A Dependent Set is one which is referenced in another set.

Sets selected for deletion which are not referenced in other sets are deleted. If, however, a set  
is referenced in a set that is not selected for deletion, the product returns an error message.
The affected set combinations are marked, and the user is invited to verify the selection.
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MARKED LISTS

The Marked List page displays the records marked from either the Results page or the Full  
Record page. The user has the option to select records from the Web of ScienceTM Core  
Collection Marked List (or from the “All Databases Marked List) to output. The types of  
bibliographic fields available for output reflect the source database.
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Output Records from the All Databases Marked List
The user may output summary information for up to 500 records from the All Databases  
Marked List. All records on list (up to 500), all on page, or a specified range of records can be  
selected.
Default output includes data for the following fields.

 Author
 Title
 Source
 Times Cited
 ISSN/ISBN
 Author Indentifiers
 Abstract
 Usage Count

All except Abstract and Usage Count are selected by default.
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Output Records from Web of ScienceTM  Core Collection Marked List
Records from Web of ScienceTM Core Collection may be outputted once the specific list has  
been selected. All records on the list (up to 500), all on page, or a specified range of records can  
be selected. Data fields are then selected. The most popular contextual fields are selected by  
default. User has the option to Select All fields.

The output destination options are as follows:
 Print
 E-Mail
 Save to EndNote online
 Save to EndNote desktop
 Save to ResearcherID - I Wrote These Publications
 Save to Other File Formats

All records added to the Marked List are added to the Marked List of Web of ScienceTM Core  
Collection.

 A record added from the Results page or the Full Record page of Web of ScienceTM Core  
Collection is added to the Web of Science Marked List and to the All Databases Marked List.

 A Web of ScienceTM  Core Collection record added from the Full Record page while in the All
Databases function, is added to the Web of Science Marked List and to the All Databases  
Marked List.

 A record from the All Databases Results page will be added to the Marked List of the product  
with the highest precedence within the host institution's subscription. The record is also added  
to the All Databases MarkedList.
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Marked List Button
A Marked List button is assigned to a marked item to show that its marked status. This button is  
only displayed in the database product in which it was marked.

Marked List Count
The number of records that can be added to the Marked List is 5,000 records per institution.  
5,000 records can be selected for a single product or the number can be split among all  
products in the institutional subscription.

Marked List Output Options
In addition to the options to output to Print and E-mail, Marked List records may be sent to an
EndNote Online or EndNote Desktop library. To use this feature, the user must register and sign  
in to their EndNote Online account. If an EndNote library has not already been created, it is  
possible to do so at this stage.

Save to ResearcherID – I wrote these
One further option is to save records to ResearcherID. This feature allows the user (or an  
authorized administrator) to add their published works to their publication list in ResearcherID.  
This feature can be used to claim records as the user’s own works. Having claimed their works  
found in Web of ScienceTM Core Collection, the user can then complete and update their  
ResearcherID Profile to include all their works.
The user then certifies that they are the author (or an administrator) of the selected  
document(s). If the user is signed in, the system takes the user to a processing overlay and adds  
the selected record(s) to the publication list. If the user is not signed in, a prompt to sign in to  
ResearcherID is displayed. Once signed in, the system sends the user to a processing overlay
and adds the selected record(s) to the publication list. If the user is not a registered member of  
ResearcherID, they can register with ResearcherID at this stage, using a valid e-mail address.

Save to Other File Formats

 Save to File: Other Reference Software
This option allows user to export selected records to third-party reference software such as  
RefWorks, Sente, Biblioscape, or similar reference software. User should:

1. Save the file to the hard drive or to the desktop. The product automatically saves the file as an  
ASCII text file and names the file savedrecs.txt. Each field within the file begins with a two-
character tag that identifies the type of data.

2. Open a reference software.
3. Select the Import option.
4. Select ISI (Institute for Scientific Information) for the Import Filter / Data Source if this option is  

available.
5. Select the savedrecs.txt file that you saved to your hard drive or to your hard drive.

 Save to File: HTML
HTML file suitable for viewing with a Web browser. Field data are in a table. The first column  
contains the two-character field tag and the second column contains the field data.
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 Save to File: Plain Text
ASCII text file. Each field is prefaced by a two-character field tag. The system saves the  
document as a text file (for example, savedrecs.txt). Open a saved document using Microsoft®  
Wordpad, Microsoft Word, or another authoring tool. Do not use Notepad because this tool  
does not properly format the field tags.

 Save to File: Tab-delimited (Win)
ASCII text file. Each field in the file is delimited by a tab. Compatible with the Microsoft®

Windows® operating system.

 Save to File: Tab-delimited (Mac)
ASCII text file. Each field in the file is delimited by a tab. Compatible with the Apple Macintosh®

operating system.

 Save to File: Tab-delimited (Win, UTF-8)
Saves output data in a tab-delimited format with UTF-8 (Unicode Transformation Format - 8 bit)  
encoding and carriage return linefeeds. Compatible with the Microsoft® Windows® operating  
system.

 Save to File: Tab-delimited (Mac, UTF-8)
Saves output data in a tab-delimited format with UTF-8 (Unicode Transformation Format - 8 bit)  
encoding and carriage return linefeeds. Compatible with the Apple Macintosh® operating  system.
Important Message ... If you select Save to Plain Text, the system saves the document as a text  
file (for example, savedrecs.txt). We recommend that you open your saved document using  
Microsoft® Wordpad. Do not use Notepad because this tool does not properly format the field  
tags.

 Save to BibTeX
Plain text file format with a .bib extension. A tool that allows user to format and process lists of  
references in conjunction with LaTeX documents.
The format is a field label followed by an equal (=) sign. The data is enclosed in either a single  
pair of braces ( { } ) or a double pair of braces followed by a comma. For example:
@article{ ISI:000251926400003
Author = {Smith, AB},  
Journal = {{Cell Biology}},  
Year = {2007},
Volume = {{22}},
Note that each record starts with @article followed by a unique publication ID.
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CITATION REPORT

The feature is available for Web of ScienceTM Core Collection as well as for the other citation  
databases included in the Web of Science platform (Biosis Citation Index, Chinese Science  
Citation Index, Russian Citation Index, SciELO)
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The Citation Report provides aggregate citation statistics for a set of search results. These  
statistics include:

 The total number of results found (Results Found field).

 The total number of times all records have been cited (Sum of Times Cited field).

 The total number of citations to all results found in the results set minus any citation from  
articles in the set (Sum of Times Cited without Self-Citations field).

 The total number of citing items to any of the items in the set of search results (Citing Articles  
field).

 The citing items minus any item that appears in the set of search results (Citing Articles without  
Self-citations field).

 The average number of times a record has been cited (Average Citations per Item field).

 The total number of times a record has been cited for all years in the results set (Total column).

 The h-index count that is based on the list of publications ranked in descending order by the  
Times Cited count.

Each of the abovementioned indicators has an associated help file.
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The lower section of “Citation Report” screen appears as below and links to the citing articles  
are provided.

Results and Citation Counts

Records on the Results page are sorted by Times Cited -- highest to lowest by default. The  
results can be sorted differently by selecting another sort option from the Sort-by menu located  
at the top and bottom of the table.

The columns to the right of each record show the number of citing articles in each year.  
Previous years and future years can also be seen with the arrow keys.

All citing years are shown based on the timespan selected in the original search.

The top number in the Total column is the total number of citing articles for all years in the  
results set. The figure is calculated be adding the total number of citations for each year.

A total count is calculated for each record in the Citation Report table using the same formula  
as shown above.

The number in the Total column for a particular record is hyperlinked to allow the user to view  
all citing articles.
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The set of results can be modified and a new citation report generated, for example if the user  
wishes to remove certain records from the Citation Report. This would also generate a new  
Citation Report based on results that have at least one citing article.

Average Citations Per Year

This number indicates the average number of citations to articles in the results set since the  
articles were published. It is a simple formula in which the number of citations in the Total  
column is divided by the number of years in the Year columns.
For example:
Total Column = 307  

Number of Years = 11
Average Citations Per Year = 27.91

Citation Report Graphs

Published Items in Each Year
This graph shows how many items in the set were published each year. It shows which years  
produced the largest number of papers in the set and which years produced the smallest  
number. The data is based on the timespan selected from the Search page.

Citations in Each Year
This graph shows how many citations were made each year to any items in the set. It shows  
which years produced the largest number of citing articles and which years produced the  
smallest number. The data is based on the timespan selected from the Search page.

Citation Report Aggregate Statistics

Results found
This field shows the total number of records in the results set. It is based on the timespan  
selected to do the original search.

Sum of Times Cited
This field displays the total number of citations (cited references) to all of the items found in the  
results set. This is the sum of the Total column, which displays the total number of citing articles
for all years in the Citation Report table.
Sum of Times Cited without Self-Citations
This field displays the total number of citations (cited references) to all of the items found in the  
results set minus any citation from articles in the set.

Citing Articles
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This field displays the total number of citing articles for all items in the set of search results. This  
is hyperlinked to allow the user to view the citing articles.

The number of citing articles retrieved may be smaller than the sum of the Times Cited count  
because an article may cite more than one item in the set of search results.

Citing Articles without Self-Citations
This field displays the total numer of citing articles minus any article that appears in the set of  
search results on the Citation Report. This is hyperlinked so that the user may view a list of  
these results.

Average Citations per Item
This field displays a simple formula that calculates the average number of citing articles for all  
items in a set. It is the sum of the Times Cited count divided by the number of results found.  
For example:
Sum of the Time Cited: 967  
Results found: 55
967 / 55 = 17.58

h-index
This field displays the h-index count and is based on a list of publications ranked in descending  
order by the Times Cited count.
The h-index is indicated by an orange horizontal line going through the Year / Total Year  
columns. The number of items above this line, which is "h" have at least "h" citations. For  
example, an h-index of 20 means there are 20 items that have 20 citations or more. This metric
is useful because it discounts the disproportionate weight of highly cited papers or papers that  
have not yet been cited.

The h-index factor is based on the depth of years of your product subscription and your  
selected timespan. Items that do not appear on the Results page will not be factored into the  
calculation. If the subscription depth is 10 years, then the h-index value is based on this depth  
even though a particular author may have published articles more than 10 years ago.
Moreover, the calculation only includes items in the product in question. Books and articles in  
non-covered journals are not included.

Output Records
Output includes a five-year range that appears on the Citation Report.
The records may be sorted in a number of ways, and an output option selected.
Output options include Print; E-mail (which sends up to 500 records to one or more e-mail  
addresses); Text File, from the Send To menu, which saves records to a .txt file; Excel File from
the Send To menu to export records to Excel using tabs as delimiters. The output includes  
graphs and all calculation tables displayed in the Citation Report.
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ROAMING ACCESS

Web of ScienceTM Core Collection can be accessed even remotely, exploiting user credentials or  
setting up a proxy server.

Roaming access with the use of own credentials is automatic. Any registered user (register  
button has been added to the site wide toolbar, see below) to the platform within own IP  
network (accessing through an IP entitled for his/her institution to the subscription of WoS  
content), will be able to access to the same content set for six months, even out of institutional  
network. After this six-month period, credentials will expire unless another institutional access  
will be performed. The roaming access time-period is in-fact renewed any time a user accesses  
the WoS platform within own entitled network.

Roaming.webofscience.com
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file://///localhost/C:/Users/u0077856/Downloads/Roaming.webofscience.com
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Another way of accessing remotely WoS platform, is via setting a proxy server. Currently  
Clarivate Analytics recommends the use of two proxy servers:

 EZProxy (by OCLC). Version 5 and above

 WAM Proxy (by Innovative Interfaces)

Clarivate Analytics cannot certify all functionalities of Web of Science working with proxy  
servers”.

For additional information on EZ Proxy, see the EZ Proxy Support page at:  

https://www.oclc.org/en/ezproxy.html

For additional information on WAM Proxy, contact the Innovative Interfaces support team at
helpdesk@iii.com or (510) 655-6200 (Within the USA) or +15104506344 (Outside of the USA)
for resolution.

For more information please visit:

https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Proxy-Servers-for-
Web-of-Science-and-InCites-Products?language=en_US
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https://www.oclc.org/en/ezproxy.html
mailto:helpdesk@iii.com
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Proxy-Servers-for-Web-of-Science-and-InCites-Products?language=en_US
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Proxy-Servers-for-Web-of-Science-and-InCites-Products?language=en_US
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INTERFACE LANGUAGES

Web of ScienceTM Core Collection, as any other databases on the Web of Science platform, is  
currently available in 8 different Interface Languages:

 Simplified Chinese
 Traditional Chinese
 English
 Japanese
 Korean
 Portuguese
 Spanish
 Russian

The desired language can be selected from the drop-down menu that that appears in the top  
toolbar (see below). The default value is English.
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Generally, all items on a page will be translated. The following items, however, are not  
translated.

 Proper names
 Product names
 Trademarks, registered trademarks, and service marks
 Search examples
 Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) and proximity operators (NEAR and  

SAME)
 Two- and three-character field tags used in Advanced Search to formulate  

search queries
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SYSTEM SETTINGS

On Web of Science platform, registered users can set up some specific platform settings
according their preference.
The modifiable settings can be accessed from the drop-down menu that that appears in the top  
toolbar (see below).

After having clicked on settings, user will be able to:

1. Edit My Information will allow users to change own password or register a new email, but will  
also put any users in the condition to sign in automatically (using cookies technology):
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2. Select a Starting Application will allow users to automatically login into the preferred  
solution/database. Web of ScienceTM  Core collection should select this database.
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3.   Select a Language will allow users to change the default interface language:
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INTEGRATION WITH DISCOVERY SERVICES

Any customer can request the discovery service provider to turn on Web of Science content as  
long as they subscribe to the Web of Science.

Clarivate Analytics is in partnerships with “Discovery Service48” providers (Serials Solutions, Ex
Libris and EBSCO)49 to make Web of Science data accessible from their discovery platforms to
mutual customers.

All partnerships have been signed and Web of Science data are available from platforms  
reported below:

 Serials Solutions - Summon

 EBSCO - EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS).

 Ex Libris - Primo Central

In the case of the platforms above reported, customers will conduct their search via a search  
box from within the respective discovery service. Web of Science content will be accessible  
from within their search results and can link over to the full Web of Science record:

All vendors will receive the same Web of Science content:
• Web of Science data – Science, Social Sciences, Arts & Humanities – 1989 to present
• Weekly delivery of WoS data and times cited counts
• Times cited counts viewable in WoS records
• Links to WoS from the discovery service
• Links to WoS full record
• Links to Citing Articles results list

OCLC Federated Search integration will also be shortly available.

Clarivate Analytics does not control how the content and capabilities are integrated into any of  
these vendor’s user interfaces and the integration of the Web of Science metadata into the  
Discovery System does not require any kind of entitlement in the Web of Science.

48 A Discovery Service harvests metadata that is integrated with other elements from other databases. When a user searches a Discovery  
Service, the search is not logged in the individual product until the user selects a specific record.

A Federated Search system uses a web service to simultaneously query and retrieve results from several different databases. When a user runs  a 
search using Federated Search, the search is logged as a Web Services session and query in all the individual products.

49 On October 2015 it has been announced the acquisition of Ex-Libris by EBSCO
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WEB OF SCIENCE REPORTING SYSTEM (WURS)

On 2014, the WURS (Web of Science50 Reporting System) was redesigned and made accessible  
to institutional administrators, from the “Tools” dropdown menu (see picture below)

To become a Web of Science administrator, one can use the online form:  

http://ips.clarivate.com//info/wokusagereports/

One needs to be registered in Web of Science prior to filling in the online form and states the  
same email in the form as used as the ID to Sign In into WoS. As a rule only institutional email  
domains can be designated WURS administrators [i.e. NOT free email accounts like hotmail,  
yahoo, etc.].

Once authorized, to access the data, enter the email address and password at either  
http://usagereports.webofscience.com or http://webofknowledge.com. If you use the latter  
URL, you will then need to select the "My Tools" tab at the top of the home page and then  
select "Usage Reports" option from the "My Tools" drop down menu.

The interface is straightforward and users can easily reach the “report page”:

50  Web of Knowledge was the name up to January 2014 of the Web of Science platform
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http://ips.clarivate.com/info/wokusagereports/
http://usagereports.webofscience.com/
http://webofknowledge.com/
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Step 1. Account search.

The “Account Search” step is related to multi-institution (consortia) admin, whilst single-
institution admin will start navigating form “Report Selection”. Under “Report Selection” user  
can select different reports and in particular the Product Report on “Web of ScienceTM Core  
Collection”51.

Step 2. Report Selection

After having selected the product report, user will be accessing a screen with the possibility to  
customize the report he/she is looking for:

51  COUNTER (Counting OnLINE Usage of NeTworked Electronic Resources) are also available (see picture)
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Monthly Summary Report. It summarizes activities on the product per day (and per IP, on  
demand). See below a screenshot:
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Custom Summary Report. It summarizes activities on the product per month (and per IP, on  
demand). The report can be launched for different time-ranges and custom activities. See  
below a screenshot:

Subsession and Queries Report. It summarizes activities on the product per different indexes52,
per month (and per IP, on demand). The report can be launched for different time-ranges. See
below a screenshot:

52  Including ESCI – Emerging Source Citation Index
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Total Product Usage Report. It summarizes activities on the Web of Science and Web of  
ScienceTM Core Collection including Web Services, per month. The report can be launched for  
different time-ranges. See below a screenshot:

All reports can also be displayed in a graphical format (see below) and can exported and saved  
in different formats (XLSX, CSV, PDF)
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For what concerns the terminology, find below the main terms. More info (and a glossary) can  
be found out in the Help Online http://ipscience-
help.thomsonreuters.com/usageReportingLive/generalInformationGroup/wosUsageReporting. 
html

Query
A request that returns results from a database. A query is always recorded when a user clicks
Search in a product. A query is also recorded when a set is created by an alert. Other queries
are recorded by specific user actions in individual products.
A remote query is a query submitted to a database from a product outside Web of Science. For  
example, a query submitted from EndNote to Web of Science is reported as remote query.
Note: Queries are renamed Searches in COUNTER reports.

Records Saved
Number of records that are saved to a file when a user clicks Save to File.

Records Viewed
The number of full records displayed. Records in a summary list of results are not counted as  
records viewed.
A link-in from EndNote to a Web of Science record counts as a record viewed in Web of Science.

Result Click
A click originating from a set of search results.

Session
A successful logon or connection to the Web of Science portal. A successful logon or connection  
to a Web of Science Core Collection database is a subsession.

Subsession
A successful logon or connection to a database accessed through Web of Science
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http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/usageReportingLive/generalInformationGroup/wosUsageReporting.html
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http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/usageReportingLive/generalInformationGroup/wosUsageReporting.html
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WEB SERVICES

A web service is a piece of software that makes itself available over the internet. Typically, it  
uses a standardized XML messaging system XML is used to encode all communications to a web  
service. For example, a client invokes a web service by sending an XML message, and then waits  
for a corresponding XML response. As all communication is in XML, web services are not tied to  
any one operating system or programming language--Java can talk with Perl; Windows  
applications can talk with Unix applications.

Web services are used for:

 To retrieve or complete institution’s existing information about own publications.

 To collect information from Web of Science (or other sources).

 To integrate with existing software (CRIS, authoring profile systems, etc,).

 To retrieve large amounts of data at once.

 To showcase recurring updated data.

Three different web services are sourced via Web of Science. Two of them are soap-based (WS  
LITE & PREMIUM), one is XRPC-based (AMR).

WEB OF SCIENCE (WS) LITE

WS LITE is a web service that queries Web of ScienceTM Core Collection only, and returns up to  
10 basic bibliographic fields.  This service is usually free with a WoS subscription.

It contains two WebServices. The first Web Service is used only for authentication, returning a  
token which has to be added to the second Web Service call.

1) WOKMWSAuthent

icate 1.a) 

authenticate  1.b)

closeSession

2) WokSearchLite

2.a) search  

2.b) retrieve

2.c) retrieveById
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http://search.webofknowledge.com/esti/wokmws/ws/WOKMWSAuthenticate?wsdl
http://search.webofknowledge.com/esti/wokmws/ws/WokSearchLite?wsdl
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WS LITE is returning these fields: UT, Article title, Journal issue, Article page span, Date of  
source publication, Year of source publication, Title of source publication, Volume of source  
publication, Author names, Author keywords
Contributors’ names and ResearcherID53, Document DOI, Article number, ISI Document Solution  
identifier, ISSN,
ISBN.

WEB OF SCIENCE (WS) EXPANDED

WS EXPANDED (formerly referred as PREMIUM) is a web service that can query all Web of  
Science platform collections and returns full record bibliographic fields, including times cited  
counts.

WS PREMIUM is typically used to enrich existing data with extensive bibliographic information  
from the Web of ScienceTM Core Collection

Like WS LITE it contains two web services: WOKMWSAuthenticate and WokSearch. WS  
EXPANDED can returns the following fields (info)

53 A contributor is a person or entity that has added the item to their My Publications list in ResesearcherID and made their My  
Publications list public.
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FIELD WS EXPANDED

UID (Unique Identifier) yes

Title yes

Issue yes

Pages yes

Publication Date yes

DOI yes

Source yes

Volume yes

Authors yes

Author Keywords yes

Times Cited yes

Document Type yes

Abstract yes

Book Author yes

Book Group Author yes

Group Author yes

Editor yes

Conference Title yes

Conference Location yes

Conference Date yes

Conference Sponsor yes

Book Series yes

Part Number yes

Supplement yes

Special Issue yes

Meeting Abstract Number yes

Article Number yes

Cited References yes

Conference Title yes

Conference Location yes

Conference Date yes

Conference Sponsor yes

Language yes

Keywords Plus yes

Reprint Address yes

Address yes

E-mail Addresses yes

ResearcherID Number yes

Funding yes
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Publisher yes

Subject Categroy yes

IDS Number yes

ISSN yes

ISBN yes

Article Number yes

Book DOI yes

Book Chapter Count yes

Related Records yes

ORCID ID yes

ALUM (Usage Indicators) yes

Org Enhanced yes
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ARTICLE MATCH RETRIEVAL

ARTICLE MATCH RETRIEVAL (AMR) is a web service that can query Web of ScienceTM Core  
Collection and Journal Citation Report, and returns most current times cited counts and links  
to specific articles in the Web of Science, links to citing articles, links to related records, and  
links to Impact Factor trends.

This web services accepts the input and returns the output below:
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WEB SERVICES 2018
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WoS Lite WoS Expanded AMR

Description This API supports rich  
searching across the  
fields of Web of  
Science and retrieving  
core article level  
metadata.

All capabilities and  
fields of the Lite API  
plus additional  
metadata, such as  
times cited, author  
addresses, author  
affiliations, and PMID
+ ORCID/RID

Enables real-time  
lookup of  
bibliographic  
metadata including  
identifiers against  
WoS to build article  
links to Web of  
Science from external  
systems

Technical SOAP + XML REST + XML/JSON HTTPS POST + XML

Entitlement/Auth u/pToken u/p

Data Scope WoS Platform (depending on subscription) Core Collection

Use Case Discovery/Aggregation Real-time data  
supplement

Documentation https://developer.clarivate.com/ (Swagger) Link

https://developer.clarivate.com/
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/LAMRService/WebServicesOverviewGroup/overview.html?elqTrackId=f2caae2fa771479ab6b6654633a23cdf&amp;elqaid=3746&amp;elqat=2
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CLARIVATE DEVELOPER PORTAL

Application Programming Interfaces, or APIs, allow programmatic access to content and tools,  
enabling customers to address use cases—such as data integration into their own internal  
systems— that cannot be solved purely through a product UI. Exposing APIs to customers is not  
new; product lines across the organization have been doing this for years. However, there was  
an opportunity to improve and streamline the access approval process, as well as increase  
customer discovery of API offering from across the business.

As of August 2018, the Developer Portal exposes APIs for products from across the  
CompuMark, IP and Standards, and Scientific and Academic Research BU's; additionally, APIs  
from Life Sciences and IP Management hosted elsewhere are promoted on the portal’s  
homepage. These APIs are in varying stages of customer rollout, e.g., some are currently in  
limited release. For more details reach out to the respective product managers:

 EndNote (Joel Franke)
 InCites (Joel Franke)
 Publons Reviewer Connect (Tiago Barros)
 Web of Science (Joel Franke)  

For more information go to:

 API Gateway & API Portal Overview --July 2018
o https://thelens.clarivate.com/docs/DOC-3498475

 Clarivate API Portal Developer Lens group
o https://thelens.clarivate.com/groups/clarivate-api-developer-portal
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https://thelens.clarivate.com/people/joel.franke@Clarivate.com
https://thelens.clarivate.com/people/tiago.barros@clarivate.com
https://thelens.clarivate.com/docs/DOC-3498475
https://thelens.clarivate.com/groups/clarivate-api-developer-portal
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Access to Clarivate Developer Portal: https://developer.clarivate.com/
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The API developer portal is an enterprise-wide resource. The homepage is used as a marketing  
vehicle, where we are able to promote APIS exposed through the portal, as well as those  
accessible elsewhere.

https://developer.clarivate.com/
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DEVELOPER PORTAL API INDEX

The API Catalog is an index of all API’s exposed through the developer portal. Visibility of APIs  
can vary based on API configuration (i.e., only viewable by certain users). However, current  
planning is that all customer facing APIs will be visible to signed in and not logged in users.

• Users can filter the catalog based on API category.

• Users can access additional API details from the catalog.
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Requesting access to APIs is a streamlined process:
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1.   Sign Up for the Portal

2.   Register your application
Developers who want to integrate Clarivate APIs need to register their application
within the developer portal. This step is required prior to request API access credentials.  
Applications can be co –owned.
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Relationship between User, Application, and API subscription
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3.   Subscribe to an API
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For more information about web services:

 WS LITE Online Help  

http://ipscience-

help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesLite/WebServicesLiteOverviewGroup/Introduction. 
html

 WS EXPANDED Online Help  

http://ipscience-

help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesExpanded/WebServicesExpandedOverviewGroup/I 
ntroduction.html?elqTrackId=a649713d9d1a410297668ee1b83a97ce&elqaid=3746&elqat=2
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http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesLite/WebServicesLiteOverviewGroup/Introduction.html
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesLite/WebServicesLiteOverviewGroup/Introduction.html
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesLite/WebServicesLiteOverviewGroup/Introduction.html
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesExpanded/WebServicesExpandedOverviewGroup/Introduction.html?elqTrackId=a649713d9d1a410297668ee1b83a97ce&amp;elqaid=3746&amp;elqat=2
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesExpanded/WebServicesExpandedOverviewGroup/Introduction.html?elqTrackId=a649713d9d1a410297668ee1b83a97ce&amp;elqaid=3746&amp;elqat=2
http://ipscience-help.thomsonreuters.com/wosWebServicesExpanded/WebServicesExpandedOverviewGroup/Introduction.html?elqTrackId=a649713d9d1a410297668ee1b83a97ce&amp;elqaid=3746&amp;elqat=2
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CLARIVATE DATA INTEGRATION SAMPLE DATA

https://clarivate.com/products/data-integration/sample-data/
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WEBSERVICES LITE SAMPLE DATA (BLUE)

https://clarivate.com/products/data-integration/sample-data/
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WEB SERVICES PREMIUM SAMPLE DATA (RED)
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LINKS AMR SAMPLE DATA (GREEN)
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INCITES BENCHMARK AND ANALYTICS API (PURPLE)
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CLARIVATE ANALYTICS AND VIVO SERVICES

Clarivate Analytics is an active member, sponsor, and official registered service provider of  
VIVO.

Vivo is an open-source software used by universities and research organizations around the  

world as a research portal to their scholarly activities. It provides an integrated view of the  

scholarly work of an organization to encourage internal and external collaboration

among researchers. Clarivate Analytics offers services to help institutions implement VIVO,  

including setup and configuration, software customization, technical training, and project  

planning. Clarivate Analytics works directly with clients to plan and execute a VIVO  

implementation.

http://info.clarivate.com/vivo-services-and-clarivate-analytics

USING CLARIVATE ANALYTICS DATA WITH VIVO

1. Suscribers of the Web of Science database can automatically populate VIVO profiles with  

metadata for research outputs using Clarivate APIs. The Web of Science Core Collection is a  

trusted source of records from over 20,000 peer-reviewed journals from around the world and  

across 250 disciplines in science, social sciences, and arts & humanities. It also contains records  

for thousands of conferences and books to showcase a range of research outputs in VIVO  

profiles. The Clarivate APIs also enable you to include a times cited count in VIVO as a measure  

of research impact for your publications. The Data Citation Index provides records of millions of  

datasets from trusted data repositories. The API can also be used to integrate these datasets  

into researcher profiles in VIVO

2. Subscribers to InCites Benchmarking and Analytics product have access to APIs that enable  

further integration of rich Web of Science Core Collection metadata into VIVO profiles, as well  

as citation indicators like "highly cited paper" or "industry collaboration"

3. Users of a CRIS system, Converis, can integrate their robust, curated researcher profiles directly  

into VIVO via API.

VIVO Services Offered by Clarivate Analytics

 Software installation on client or cloud servers, identifying data sources, planning data  

ingestion, and selecting supporting tools

 Training on software operation and development

 Consultation and implementation assistance in populating VIVO with rich bibliographic data in  

an efficient and maintainable way

 Customizable platform and data model to meet local needs
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https://duraspace.org/vivo/?elqTrackId=91417ef37e6e4e0c957eba414bf39e39&amp;elqaid=6363&amp;elqat=2&amp;_ga=2.155295295.507947678.1540201353-2021528419.1536134882
http://info.clarivate.com/vivo-services-and-clarivate-analytics
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CLARIVATE VIVO DEMO SITE: https://clarivatevivo.com/
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https://clarivatevivo.com/
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USING WEB OF SCIENCE DATA

Web of Science™ Core Collection is the gold standard and several primary research  
organizations are using the data for rankings and reports. Below is reported a short list of  
references.

RANKINGS

“Any ranking is controversial, and no ranking is absolutely objective. Nevertheless, university  
rankings have become popular in almost all major countries in the world. Whether universities  
and other stakeholders agree, ranking systems clearly are here to stay”.
Prof. Nian Cai Liu, Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Find below a list of main collaboration with primary ranking producers:

1. Annual Ranking of World Universities (Shanghai Ranking).

The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) was first published in June 2003 by the  
Center for World-Class Universities (CWCU), Graduate School of Education (formerly the  
Institute of Higher Education) of Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China, and updated on an  
annual basis. ARWU uses six objective indicators to rank world universities, including the  
number of alumni and staff winning Nobel Prizes and Fields Medals, number of highly cited  
researchers selected by Clarivate Analytics, number of articles published in journals of Nature  
and Science, number of articles indexed in Science Citation Index - Expanded and Social  
Sciences Citation Index, and per capita performance of a university. More than 1200  
universities are actually ranked by ARWU every year and the best 500 are published.
Since 2009 the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) has been published and  
copyrighted by Shanghai Ranking Consultancy. Shanghai Ranking Consultancy is a fully
independent organization on higher education information and not legally subordinated to any  
universities or government agencies

2. CWTS Leiden Ranking.

The CWTS Leiden Ranking 2015 offers key insights into the scientific performance of 750 major  
universities worldwide. A sophisticated set of bibliometric indicators provides statistics on the  
scientific impact of universities and on universities’ involvement in scientific collaboration. The  
Leiden Ranking is based exclusively on bibliographic data from the Web of Science database  
produced by Clarivate Analytics. The ranking uses data from the Science Citation Index  
Expanded, the Social Sciences Citation Index, and the Arts & Humanities Citation Index. The  
Leiden Ranking is based on Web of Science data because Web of Science offers a good  coverage 
of the international scientific literature and generally provides high quality data. See  more at:
http://www.leidenranking.com/

CWTS is worldwide recognized as the most important centre for bibliometric studies in the  
world.
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http://www.leidenranking.com/
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3. Reuters Innovation Rankings.

To create our ranking of the world’s most innovative universities, Reuters News relied on data  
compiled by our sister company, Clarivate Analytics Intellectual Property & Science and several  
of its research platforms: InCites, Web of Science Core Collection, Derwent Innovations Index,  
Derwent World Patents Index, and Patents Citation Index.

4. US NEWS Best Global Universities.

The overall Best Global Universities rankings encompass the top 750 institutions spread out  
across 57 countries.The first step in producing these rankings, which are powered by Clarivate 
Analytics InCitesTM research analytics solutions, involved creating a pool of 1,000 universities  
that was used to rank the top 750 schools.
The second step was to calculate the rankings using the 12 indicators and weights that U.S.  
News chose to measure global research performance. Each school's profile page on  
usnews.com for the top 750 universities lists the overall global score as well as numerical  
ranks for the 12 indicators, allowing students to compare each school's standing in each  
indicator. https://www.usnews.com/education/best-global-universities

5. U-MULTIRANK

U-Multirank is a new multi-dimensional, user-driven approach to international ranking of higher  
education institutions. The dimensions it includes are teaching and learning, research,  
knowledge transfer, international orientation and regional engagement. Based on empirical  data 
U-Multirank compares institutions with similar institutional profiles and allows users to  develop 
personalised rankings by selecting performance measures/indicators in terms of their  own
preferences.

All indicator scores derived from bibliometric analysis are based on information extracted from  
publications that are indexed in the CWTS-licensed edition of the Web of Science (WoS)  
database (Science Citation Index Expanded, Social Sciences Citation Index, and Arts &  
Humanities Citation Index).

https://www.umultirank.org/
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http://researchanalytics.thomsonreuters.com/incites/
http://researchanalytics.thomsonreuters.com/incites/
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-global-universities
http://wokinfo.com/
https://www.umultirank.org/
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CUSTOM REPORTS & DATA

Clarivate Analytics has a 50-year history of supplying publication and citation data for research
assessment. In such exercises, publication counts represent measures of output while citation
counts and relative citation scores represent measures of impact.

In the 1970s, government agencies and funders began to track national research activity using  
publication, citation and patent indicators and starting to collaborate with Clarivate Analytics.  
The U.S. National Science Foundation led the way, incorporating WoS data in its first Science  
and Engineering Indicators report for 1972.

See below some very recent examples of such collaborations.

In the 1980s, universities began to monitor their publication output and citation impact, within  
a national system and compared to one another. Important early studies of this type were  
conducted in The Netherlands. By the 1990s, researchers began to concede that citation  
analysis, when performed properly and in conjunction with peer review, could sometimes  
contribute to research evaluation.
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For just as long, Clarivate Analytics has also used publication and citation data to study the  
structure and dynamics of research activity. Instead of performance, the interest here is the  
natural organization, growth, changing shape, and interconnections of the entire corpus of  
scientific publications. See below some covers of recently issued whitepapers and reports:
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Another important area of collaborations is related to provide national or international  
agencies and funding bodies with premium access to WoS data, either via pushed delivery or  
via web services (pull).

See below a list of cases (customer names have been kept generic for security and legal issues):
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USEFUL INFO & LINKS

SUPPORT & TRAINING (ONLINE LINKS)

From the help file, located on the top right side, there are a series of useful links. The menu  

presents the following links:
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